1.What is Real Money Quiz?
Real Money Quiz is a live multiplayer quiz/trivia gaming mobile application.You can pick a tournament of
your choice and win real money by answering very simple multiple-choice questions within a fixed time.

2.How does this work?
All the tournaments will be available on the home screen of the app.You can pick a tournament of your
choice and register.Notification will be sent to you before 10 minutes of the start of the registered
game.Join n and give correct answers within 10 seconds.Answer as quickly as possible to get better rank
and win exciting cash prizes based on your rank.

3.What is 24/7 quiz tournaments?
24/7 quiz tournaments consists of only one round with fixed number of questions.A leadboard will be
released after the game.Based on your rank you will get the cash prize.

4.What is Premier Quiz tournaments?
Premier Quiz tournaments consists of multiple rounds with fixed number of questions in each round.
After each round a Leadboard will be released to track your current rank.Premier quiz tournaments will
have bigger prizes than 24/7 quiz tournaments.Prizes will be distributed based on the final leadboard.

5.Do I have to pay any entry fee to join tournaments?
Yes. Go to My Wallet section to check the payment options.

6.How to withdraw my money?
To withdraw your money go to My Wallet section and select withdraw option.
7.Is there any withdrawal limit?
Yes. The minimum withdrawal limit is Rs.100

8.What if I give wrong answer to a question?

You will be eliminated from the game if you give wrong answer and not be eligible for prize in that
particular game but you will get a option to play the complete game.

9.What if my data connectivity is poor?
Ti is advisable not to play the game when the data connectivity is poor.We are not responsible if the
game terminates due to bad connectivity.

10.Others?
Email us at support@realmoneyquiz.com

